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gifts, a spell which at that time, the fcenith of his life and
career, was so potent.
Moreover, Billow was shrewd enough to make himself
pleasant to the Radical Lockroy, who was always on the
extreme left of the Chamber—and often also of the truth—
by his remarks, especially his adverse judgment on that
denouncer of the French Revolution and all that went with
it, Hippolyte Taine. Me also flattered the Frenchman by
expressing his regret—from firm conviction—that there
should persist between Germany and France misunder-
standings which were impeding a rapprochement of the two
great homes of culture on the Continent, two countries
standing in the vanguard of civilisation.
The following day, as I have mentioned, I lunched with
Btilow in the Hdtel Stephanie. There I met, in addition to my
host and hostess and Ambassador von Below, Donna Laura
Minghetti, Senator Blaserna, later President of the Accadmia
del Linwi, Wolff-Metternich, Ambassador in London,
Count Puckler, Minister in Luxembourg (later Minister in
Stockholm), and the famous pianist, Sophie Menter. Most
of those present were old acquaintances of mine. The most
interesting guest was certainly the Ambassador in London,
for in Anglo-German relations tension seemed to have
reached breaking-point, and Count Wolff-Metternich
had no good news from England, where there was,
great bitterness in Government circles, over Germany's
Moroccan policy.
... I now heard that Lockroy had shown himself a
pleasant and stimulating guest the evening before. I was
confirmed in my idea that he had heard more from the
Chancellor about literature than about politics, and in my turn
I was able to report that the Frenchman was on the whole
satisfied with the hours he had spent in such attractive com-
pany, even though, in view of the Chancellor's silence on the
subject of Morocco and current politics in general, his evening
had not quite come up to his expectations.
Ten years later, under the immediate impression left by
reading the memoirs which had just been published, I ventured
to draw Prince Billow's attention to inaccuracies contained
in this book, and as I intended some day to refute them, I sent

